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Think of extraordinary pieces written for unaccompanied choirs and what bubbles up
from the brain? Tallis’s 40-part soul-shaker Spem in Alium. For the cosmic voyagers
among us, maybe Stockhausen’s Stimmung. Now there’s a new contender: David
Lang’s Crowd Out, premiered on Sunday by 1,000 voices splayed over the atrium inside
Birmingham’s eastside complex Millennium Point.

The method of performance alone made this Birmingham Contemporary Music Group
commission exceptional. The conductor, choral wizard Simon Halsey, stood on a
stationary escalator, beating no time, no rhythms, but raising very expressive arms. An
assistant below hoisted pennants of four colours, signalling the next vocal invasion
from the subdivided throng. And from the mouths of performers of every age, gathered
by public invitation, out came a tapestry of simple words, whispered or shouted,
crumbled into syllables, endlessly sliced this way and that, or spiced with clapping and
sudden raised fists.

We needed no guessing to spot the seed from which this jungle grew. As soon as a
tumultuous roar rose from the hubbub, I knew I’d just heard Arsenal score a goal, or
just possibly lose one. But watching an Arsenal match decades ago gave the American
composer, an imaginative post-minimalist, more than just aural inspiration. It started
Lang worrying about the individual and the crowd: worries possible to share as we
stood or sat, assailed over 35 minutes with phrases beginning with the first person
pronoun. “I start to panic . . . I feel energy . . . I start to sweat . . . I lose control” — Lang
pulled them all from an internet search for people’s own crowd experiences.

This particular first person pronoun never panicked, though I did fear that the aural
ball Lang set rolling occasionally got stuck, with loss of shape and momentum. But
thrilling moments kept sparking new life, from the arrival of the first sustained notes to
those incandescent mass yells. There was also the joy of seeing community art so
eloquently enthroned, involving all sorts and conditions, without need for trained
voices. Uplifting, thought-provoking, the Crowd Out phenomenon visits Berlin this
weekend, then the Spitalfields Festival in London on June 21.
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